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Abstract
The paper presents research focused on decision reducts, a feature reduction mechanism inherent to rough sets theory. As a reduct
enables to protect the discriminative properties of attributes with respect to described concepts, from the point of data representa-
tion, a reduct length is considered to be the most important measure of its quality. However, such approach is insufficient while
taking into account the performance of a reduct-based rule classifier applied to test samples. When many reducts of the same
length are available, they can lead to vastly different predictions. The paper provides a description for the proposed procedure for
iterative reduct generation, which results in decrease of diversity in the observed levels of accuracy, supporting reduct selection.
The procedure was applied for binary classification with balanced classes, for the stylometric task of authorship attribution.
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1. Introduction
Reduct is one of the fundamental concepts of rough set theory (RST), a data mining approach that supports operat-
ing on inconsistent and uncertain information, invented by Z. Pawlak [13]. For a special case of information systems,
called a decision table, a reduct is such minimal subset of attributes that allows to construct a classification model
with the same predictive power as for the entire set of available features. The cardinality of a reduct defines its length.
Depending on data, many reducts can be found for a single decision table. Some of attributes occur in the constructed
reducts more often than others, some appear in reducts of specific cardinalities. A set of reducts can be considered as
an additional source of knowledge on attributes, and employed to support a task of feature characterisation [18].
The area of reduct generation has been widely studied, which resulted in a variety of algorithms employed in search
for single reducts or their groups, or reducts with specific parameters [11]. Reducts can be obtained by an exhaustive
algorithm, yet such process is computationally demanding. The fact that it guarantees locating all available reducts
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can be seen as both an advantage and disadvantage. With many reducts to choose from, some additional criteria for
reduct selection are required. Genetic algorithms [20] work significantly faster. They return a subset of reducts, which
could be even smaller than the requested number depending on suitability of tested candidates. Greedy heuristics often
concentrate the search on a certain factor, such as providing coverage, or optimisation with respect to length [1, 21].
From the point of view of data representation the quality of reducts is usually measured in terms of cardinality.
Smaller reducts are preferred, as they offer a mechanism for dimensionality reduction. Fewer features lead to decreased
storage requirements, simplification of an analysis and understanding, and can result in enhanced interpretability.
However, when a reduct is used as a base for construction of a classification model, limiting considerations to reduct
lengths is insufficient for an informed reduct selection. The difference in reduct size by a single variable can cause a
great difference in accuracy, even two reducts of the same cardinality can significantly vary in their predictive powers.
In the paper a novel approach to reduct quality assessment is presented, dedicated to the reduction of diversity of
classification outcomes for reduct-based rule classifiers. The procedure for generation of reducts is executed repet-
itively for gradually decreasing subsets of attributes, and to each reduct a survival index is assigned, indicating the
number of iterations in which it is found. The features selected to be discarded are chosen by the rate of occurrence in
the constructed reducts. The process stops when all attributes are included in reducts in the same degree.
The proposed approach was validated experimentally. Firstly, a group of reducts was found by a genetic algorithm.
Secondly, an exhaustive search for reducts was executed. To the sets including all reducts the iterative procedure was
employed, focused on reduction of attributes and limitation of the number of reducts. Thirdly, the set of reducts from
the genetic algorithm was extended, by adding selected elements found in exhaustive search, to form a representative
sample with respect to reduct length and assigned survival index. For all these reducts new decision tables were
obtained and decision rules induced with classical rough set approach [12]. The performance of all classification
systems was evaluated with tests sets. The results from the experiments showed that with increasing numbers of
iterations it was possible to construct such reducts that led to rule classifiers with much closer predictive powers.
The datasets used in research works were prepared for a stylometric task of binary authorship attribution. Authors
were compared by their writing styles, and these styles were defined by selected linguistic descriptors [15], which
reflect individual preferences and traits, habits of sentence formulation. Depending on type, they can be grouped into
many categories. With samples of known authorship available for comparison, confirmation or rejection of authorship
for disputed cases can be treated as a classification task, to be solved with supervised learning approaches [9].
The paper includes Section 2 with description of fundamental notions of rough set theory and popular approaches
to reduct construction. Section 3 presents the proposed iterative procedure for reduct generation. The framework of
experiments and obtained results are commented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Fundamental concepts of rough sets theory
In the rough set theory [13], the form that is used for data representation is called a data table, which is a special case
of an information system. Its columns are labelled by the attributes, rows by objects, and entries of the table provide
attribute values. The attributes are divided into two groups, named condition and decision respectively. In many studied
problems single decision attributes exist. Then the table is defined as DT = (U, A
⋃{d}). U is the universe—a non-
empty, finite set of objects, and A = {a1, . . . , am} is a non-empty, finite set of condition attributes. The set of values
for the decision attribute d is given by Vd = {d1, . . . , d|Vd |}, and for an attribute ai its set of values is Va, ai : U → Va.
Based on data included in a decision table, decision rules can be constructed. For 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ m, vi ∈ Vai , and
1 ≤ vd ≤ |Vd |, the rules are presented in the form (ai1 = v1) ∧ . . . ∧ (aik = vk)→ d = vd.
One of the important notions of the rough set theory is indiscernibility relation, generated by information about
objects of the universe. If such objects are characterised by the same values of attributes, they are indiscernible
from the point of view of the available knowledge about them, and they are constitute granules of knowledge about
the universe. In rough sets, imprecise concepts are approximated based on clusters of indiscernible objects, i.e, any
imprecise concept is replaced by a pair of precise ones called the lower and the upper approximation of the rough
concept. Boundary region (which is a difference between the lower and upper approximation) expresses imprecision,
i.e., if it is non-empty, it means that our knowledge about the concept is not sufficient to define it precisely.
Reducts belong to rudiments of rough sets. In the reported research, decision reducts were investigated. B ⊆ A is
a decision reduct for DT if and only if it is an irreducible subset of condition attributes such that each pair of objects
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for the decision attribute d is given by Vd = {d1, . . . , d|Vd |}, and for an attribute ai its set of values is Va, ai : U → Va.
Based on data included in a decision table, decision rules can be constructed. For 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ik ≤ m, vi ∈ Vai , and
1 ≤ vd ≤ |Vd |, the rules are presented in the form (ai1 = v1) ∧ . . . ∧ (aik = vk)→ d = vd.
One of the important notions of the rough set theory is indiscernibility relation, generated by information about
objects of the universe. If such objects are characterised by the same values of attributes, they are indiscernible
from the point of view of the available knowledge about them, and they are constitute granules of knowledge about
the universe. In rough sets, imprecise concepts are approximated based on clusters of indiscernible objects, i.e, any
imprecise concept is replaced by a pair of precise ones called the lower and the upper approximation of the rough
concept. Boundary region (which is a difference between the lower and upper approximation) expresses imprecision,
i.e., if it is non-empty, it means that our knowledge about the concept is not sufficient to define it precisely.
Reducts belong to rudiments of rough sets. In the reported research, decision reducts were investigated. B ⊆ A is
a decision reduct for DT if and only if it is an irreducible subset of condition attributes such that each pair of objects
x, y ∈ U satisfying inequality d(x)  d(y) is discerned by B. There are different types of decision reducts, among
others: dynamic [2], maximally discerning [10], based on the generalised decision [12], decision bireducts [19].
In the case of decision reducts, knowledge discovery is the most popular application domain, where attributes
included in a reduct form a base for construction of a model, which is evaluated by the accuracy of classification. For
knowledge representation a reduct length is all-important, because it projects into interpretability and understanding of
a model based on the reduct. However, if a decision algorithm is obtained based on reducts that are merely short, it does
not always lead to a higher classification accuracy than in the case of using other reducts. To improve this situation,
a dynamic approach to reduct construction was proposed [4]. It uses stability as a criterion denoting frequency with
which reducts of a decision table occur as reducts also in subsets of that decision table. If the frequency corresponds
to or exceeds a certain percentage of the subsets, such reducts are called stable.
Reducts can be constructed in many ways. In the case of decision bireducts, a subset of attributes can be evaluated
by means of a subset of objects, for which it assures some satisfactory classification accuracy. Information about
objects, whose decisions are properly described, allows to verify whether classifiers, designed using different subsets
of attributes, do not repeat mistakes on the same areas of the training data. An another popular algorithm, which allows
to find all reducts, is based on a discernibility matrix [14]. The rows and columns of the matrix correspond to objects,
and the element of the matrix is the set of all attributes that distinguish the corresponding pair of objects. The set of
reducts corresponds to the set of prime implicants of the reduced disjunctive form of the discernibility function.
It is possible to show that, for any m, there is an information system with m attributes, with an exponential (w.r.t.
m) number of reducts. Taking this into account, and the fact that the problem of finding a minimal reduct is NP-
hard, various algorithms based on heuristics were investigated, which allow to compute many reducts in a reasonable
time, for example based on genetic algorithms [20], greedy algorithms, ant colony optimisation [8], particle swarm
optimisation [5], and many others.
3. Iterative procedure for generating reducts
The relation between a reduct or a group of reducts and attributes can be used both ways. An attribute can be
characterised by reducts in which it does or does not occur [16], their numbers and cardinalities, but also a reduct
is described by included attributes. Some of data dependencies captured in reducts are fragile and subject to change
upon any modification (such as feature reduction) of the environment—decision table, while some are strong enough
to still be present even after several changes made. The proposed procedure of iterative reduct generation relies on
removing such weak links from considerations, by gradual rejection of features used least often in reduct construction.
The block diagram illustrating the steps involved in the processing is shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1. Block diagram for the iterative procedure of reduct generation.
The procedure starts with calculation of all reducts by exhaustive algorithm for the entire decision table. Next,
the attributes are ordered by the number of reducts in which they are included. From the list of features the one that
occurs least often in reducts is rejected, and a reduced decision table is constructed. With discarding of the attribute
data dependencies change, and all previously found reducts containing this variable cease to be reducts. For the
modified table once again all reducts are discovered, and the process of ordering and rejecting features is repeated. It
stops when, for all attributes still taken into account, the numbers of reducts where they appear is the same.
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Through this iterative procedure to each reduct a number is assigned, named reduct survival index (RedSI). For
a reduct, RedSI states how many changes of the original decision table the reduct withstood intact. Since in each
iteration a single attribute is removed from the table, a reduct survival index in this case corresponds to the number of
features that can be discarded safely, without compromising the reduct ability of protecting predictive power.
The aim of the presented approach is to limit the number of reducts to such group of elements, which will be closer
to each other in performance when used as a base for construction of a classification model. With increasing values of
RedSI the numbers of calculated reducts decrease, and more and more of them relay on the attributes most helpful in
discrimination of classes, which causes diminished dispersion of classification accuracy. The proposed procedure was
validated through executed experiments, which are described in the next section.
4. Experimental validation
The experiments performed started with preparation of the input datasets, for which next groups of reducts where
calculated by some algorithms, in particular by the proposed iterative generation procedure. Selected reducts were
used for classification model construction, and their performance was evaluated with test sets. Obtained results were
analysed with respect to reduct length and the discovered reduct survival index, as presented in detail below.
4.1. Characteristics of input datasets
A stylometric task of authorship attribution requires a definition of a writing style for an author, expressed by a set
of linguistic descriptors. In the research works two pairs of authors were selected, two female writers (E. Wharton and
M. Johnston) and two male writers (J. London and J. Curwood). Their works were divided into groups to provide base
for the training and test samples. The novels were partitioned into parts of comparable size, over which occurrence
frequency was calculated for a hundred selected function words and punctuation marks. Next, for feature reduction,
several rankers implemented in WEKA [7] environment were employed, and 24 most relevant attributes selected:
after any before by during never such that there whether what ;
almost around but how on same until then though within who ,
After processing the training sets with 200 samples were obtained, and two test sets with 90 samples each, for
two datasets: female and male writers. Real-valued features were transformed into categorical by discretisation with
Fayyad and Irani supervised approach [6]. For female writers 4 out of 24 attributes were found as bringing no infor-
mative content with respect to classes, which resulted in assigning to them single bins for the whole range of values,
and the same happened to 2 features for male writers. Thus the datasets were ready for rough set processing.
4.2. Reducts generated by genetic and exhaustive algorithms
For the prepared training data for both female and male writer dataset decision reducts were generated by two
approaches: genetic algorithm [21] and exhaustive search, both implemented in Rough Sets Exploration System
(RSES) [3] that was used in research. For the genetic algorithm the number of requested reducts was set to 200
for both datasets. The numbers of reducts with specific length found for all sets are listed in Table 1.
For the genetic algorithm cardinalities of reducts ranged from 4 for female, and 5 for male writers, to 10. There were
more short reducts in the former case, and the same can be observed for reducts calculated by the exhaustive algorithm.
The total number of reducts calculated by the exhaustive algorithm greatly varied between the two datasets. For both
it was so high as to make the process of using all reducts to build classification models and testing them unfeasible.
For illustration of the processing executed by the proposed iterative procedure for reduct generation, a representa-
tive sample of reducts was chosen. To all reducts returned by the genetic algorithm, others were added from exhaustive
search, to provide sufficiently high variety of lengths and discovered survival indices. All these selected reducts (300
for female writer dataset, and 500 for male writer dataset) served next as a base for induction of decision rules.
4.3. Reduct-based rule classifiers
All selected reducts were employed for feature reduction, and the original decision tables were modified corre-
spondingly. For the limited decision tables, decision rules were inferred by exhaustive algorithm available in RSES
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search, to provide sufficiently high variety of lengths and discovered survival indices. All these selected reducts (300
for female writer dataset, and 500 for male writer dataset) served next as a base for induction of decision rules.
4.3. Reduct-based rule classifiers
All selected reducts were employed for feature reduction, and the original decision tables were modified corre-
spondingly. For the limited decision tables, decision rules were inferred by exhaustive algorithm available in RSES
Table 1. Numbers of reducts of specific size generated by genetic and exhaustive algorithms for both datasets
Genetic algorithm
Reduct length 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total
Female authors 1 18 60 57 37 24 3 200
Male authors 1 28 69 61 38 3 200
Exhaustive algorithm
Female authors 1 22 117 228 236 191 65 26 28 914
Male authors 1 40 429 1257 2389 4196 3267 558 26 12163
Representative sample (reducts from genetic algorithm + selected cases from exhaustive algorithm)
Female authors 1 20 74 84 61 41 10 4 5 300
Male authors 1 30 75 100 178 74 20 18 4 500
system. The rule sets were used in classification of test samples, with two strategies in case of occurring conflicts:
simple voting, were each rule has a single vote, and standard voting, with weighting votes by rule support [17].
The averaged performance of rule classifiers based on reducts found by genetic algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 in the
perspective of reduct cardinality as it is so often considered as the most important factor for reduct selection.
a b
c d
Figure 2. Performance of reduct-based rule classifiers [%] for reducts found by genetic algorithm, for: (a) and (b) female authors, (c) and (d) male
authors, for (a) and (c) simple voting, and (b) and (d) standard voting strategy in case of conflicts.
It can be observed that female writer dataset led to higher levels of correct recognition of classes, whereas male
authors proved to be more difficult. Weighted voting to some extent gave better results than simple voting strategy. It
is clearly visible in all charts that minimal cardinality of reducts does not guarantee the best predictions. What is more,
reducts with the same lengths led to some very wide ranges of classification accuracy, which was further evidenced
by the averages and standard deviation calculated with respect to samples, as listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Averaged performance [%] and standard deviation for rule classifiers based on reducts generated by genetic algorithm
Reduct Female authors Male authors
length Simple voting Standard voting Simple voting Standard voting
4 68.89 ± 20.43 92.22 ± 00.00
5 75.06 ± 16.94 84.14 ± 12.13 50.00 ± 00.00 50.00 ± 00.00
6 90.05 ± 08.04 93.03 ± 06.49 68.53 ± 19.15 71.94 ± 19.29
7 86.29 ± 08.07 92.19 ± 03.27 78.60 ± 15.48 81.68 ± 14.45
8 83.27 ± 11.47 91.17 ± 05.38 78.17 ± 15.28 79.62 ± 16.07
9 73.89 ± 14.07 86.32 ± 10.32 78.07 ± 15.57 83.68 ± 12.01
10 65.19 ± 19.60 76.11 ± 11.57 81.67 ± 02.43 82.04 ± 03.15
Total 83.68 ± 13.09 90.36±8.46 76.85 ± 16.28 79.91 ± 15.72
When the same kind of analysis was applied to the extended group of reducts, formed by adding selected cases from
exhaustive search to these returned by the genetic algorithm, most categories of reducts—corresponding to their varied
lengths, included more representatives, yet the overall trends, both in the obtained averages and standard deviation,
were the same, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Averaged performance [%] and standard deviation for rule classifiers based on a representative sample of reducts (generated by genetic
algorithm + selected cases from exhaustive algorithm)
Reduct Female authors Male authors
length Simple voting Standard voting Simple voting Standard voting
4 68.89 ± 20.43 92.22 ± 00.00
5 74.92 ± 16.60 84.50 ± 11.57 50.00 ± 00.00 50.00 ± 00.00
6 89.91 ± 08.86 93.27 ± 06.02 69.72 ± 19.09 73.07 ± 19.14
7 86.70 ± 07.59 92.51 ± 03.43 77.87 ± 15.64 81.41 ± 14.76
8 84.16 ± 11.64 92.03 ± 04.64 79.46 ± 13.90 80.63 ± 14.39
9 76.60 ± 13.12 87.98 ± 08.48 79.72 ± 13.09 84.57 ± 10.43
10 76.28 ± 16.12 84.00 ± 09.61 78.36 ± 12.87 82.24 ± 11.50
11 72.64 ± 12.74 82.22 ± 10.66 73.64 ± 14.37 78.36 ± 13.15
12 79.17 ± 07.58 87.50 ± 02.38 74.26 ± 16.54 73.31 ± 16.52
13 84.31 ± 07.11 74.03 ± 12.52
Total 84.10 ± 12.05 90.95 ± 07.07 78.13 ± 14.64 81.46 ± 13.73
These observations confirmed the fact that regardless of the cardinality of a group of reducts taken into consid-
eration, even when they are of the same length, any two examples cannot be reasonably expected to lead to some
comparable performance of classification models constructed from them. This conclusion gave motivation for fur-
ther research on a procedure for such categorisation of reducts that would result in some noticeable reduction of the
dispersion of obtained predictive powers of reduct-based classifiers.
4.4. Iterative generation of reducts
The idea of the iterative procedure for reduct generation stems from perceiving calculated reducts as some form
and representation of knowledge discovered in a decision table with respect to included attributes. Features that occur
in many reducts can be seen as a part of some dominating patterns in data, and these patterns can be strong enough
to still exist even when the table is reduced by removing some attributes. This line of reasoning leads to ordering of
features, reflecting how often they are included in generated reducts, as a deciding factor for discarding attributes.
The starting point for the processing was generating reducts by the exhaustive algorithm. For both datasets the
number of reducts found was so high, as making an analysis of all of them one by one impractical, and the choice—
if guided solely by reduct lengths—risky. All attributes were next ordered based on the frequency of occurrence
in reducts. For the first run of the procedure the differences in occurrences were rather high, in particular for male
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Table 2. Averaged performance [%] and standard deviation for rule classifiers based on reducts generated by genetic algorithm
Reduct Female authors Male authors
length Simple voting Standard voting Simple voting Standard voting
4 68.89 ± 20.43 92.22 ± 00.00
5 75.06 ± 16.94 84.14 ± 12.13 50.00 ± 00.00 50.00 ± 00.00
6 90.05 ± 08.04 93.03 ± 06.49 68.53 ± 19.15 71.94 ± 19.29
7 86.29 ± 08.07 92.19 ± 03.27 78.60 ± 15.48 81.68 ± 14.45
8 83.27 ± 11.47 91.17 ± 05.38 78.17 ± 15.28 79.62 ± 16.07
9 73.89 ± 14.07 86.32 ± 10.32 78.07 ± 15.57 83.68 ± 12.01
10 65.19 ± 19.60 76.11 ± 11.57 81.67 ± 02.43 82.04 ± 03.15
Total 83.68 ± 13.09 90.36±8.46 76.85 ± 16.28 79.91 ± 15.72
When the same kind of analysis was applied to the extended group of reducts, formed by adding selected cases from
exhaustive search to these returned by the genetic algorithm, most categories of reducts—corresponding to their varied
lengths, included more representatives, yet the overall trends, both in the obtained averages and standard deviation,
were the same, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Averaged performance [%] and standard deviation for rule classifiers based on a representative sample of reducts (generated by genetic
algorithm + selected cases from exhaustive algorithm)
Reduct Female authors Male authors
length Simple voting Standard voting Simple voting Standard voting
4 68.89 ± 20.43 92.22 ± 00.00
5 74.92 ± 16.60 84.50 ± 11.57 50.00 ± 00.00 50.00 ± 00.00
6 89.91 ± 08.86 93.27 ± 06.02 69.72 ± 19.09 73.07 ± 19.14
7 86.70 ± 07.59 92.51 ± 03.43 77.87 ± 15.64 81.41 ± 14.76
8 84.16 ± 11.64 92.03 ± 04.64 79.46 ± 13.90 80.63 ± 14.39
9 76.60 ± 13.12 87.98 ± 08.48 79.72 ± 13.09 84.57 ± 10.43
10 76.28 ± 16.12 84.00 ± 09.61 78.36 ± 12.87 82.24 ± 11.50
11 72.64 ± 12.74 82.22 ± 10.66 73.64 ± 14.37 78.36 ± 13.15
12 79.17 ± 07.58 87.50 ± 02.38 74.26 ± 16.54 73.31 ± 16.52
13 84.31 ± 07.11 74.03 ± 12.52
Total 84.10 ± 12.05 90.95 ± 07.07 78.13 ± 14.64 81.46 ± 13.73
These observations confirmed the fact that regardless of the cardinality of a group of reducts taken into consid-
eration, even when they are of the same length, any two examples cannot be reasonably expected to lead to some
comparable performance of classification models constructed from them. This conclusion gave motivation for fur-
ther research on a procedure for such categorisation of reducts that would result in some noticeable reduction of the
dispersion of obtained predictive powers of reduct-based classifiers.
4.4. Iterative generation of reducts
The idea of the iterative procedure for reduct generation stems from perceiving calculated reducts as some form
and representation of knowledge discovered in a decision table with respect to included attributes. Features that occur
in many reducts can be seen as a part of some dominating patterns in data, and these patterns can be strong enough
to still exist even when the table is reduced by removing some attributes. This line of reasoning leads to ordering of
features, reflecting how often they are included in generated reducts, as a deciding factor for discarding attributes.
The starting point for the processing was generating reducts by the exhaustive algorithm. For both datasets the
number of reducts found was so high, as making an analysis of all of them one by one impractical, and the choice—
if guided solely by reduct lengths—risky. All attributes were next ordered based on the frequency of occurrence
in reducts. For the first run of the procedure the differences in occurrences were rather high, in particular for male
writer dataset, where the total number of reducts was much higher than for female authors. As the result, the stopping
criterion for the procedure—the absence of an attribute occurring less frequently than other variables—was obviously
not met. These least frequent elements were removed from the decision tables, and the procedure of reduct generation
repeated. The process continued as long as there were present some attributes to discard, which took 15 runs for
female writer dataset and 14 for male authors. The observed ordering of features for all runs is listed in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4. Ordering for attributes based on occurrence in reducts in each iteration for female writer dataset
Iteration
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , by
after after after after after on on ; ; on ; ; until until by same until
but but but but but after but after same any on until on same until any ,
there there there there on but after on then ; any on same on same until on
same same on ; there ; until but but by until any ; ; on on same
any any same same same until ; then after then by same by by ; ; ;
on on ; on ; there there any until same same by any after after after any
such then what what until same then such on until then after after
; ; any then then such never until by after after then
then such then by such then by there any there there
what what such until by by same same there but
by by by any any never any by such
before before before who what what such never
never until until such before any what
until never never before never before
who who who never who




The iteration denoted in tables as 0 corresponds to the initial generation of reducts for the entire sets of features,
before any of them were rejected. The tables do not include the final run of the procedure, as they could not provide any
particular ordering of variables, because they occurred exactly the same number of times in calculated reducts. In both
tables for the 13th iteration three different orderings for attributes are listed. Such branching off was a consequence
of some possible choices made at 12th iteration: for both datasets there were three features appearing in reducts less
frequently than others, with the same numbers of occurrence. Instead of some arbitrary choice of one element out of
these three to reject, all possible paths were tested.
Table 5. Ordering for attributes based on occurrence in reducts in each iteration for male writer dataset
Iteration
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
there there there there there there there on there there though by on on that that
on on on on on on on there on on on on by by on on
that that that though that by by though though though there such such such by by
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though any any almost by though almost almost around that such until what that what there
what though by until almost almost around then that then almost that there what then then
same almost almost around such around though ; almost around until there then there though though
almost by who such same any that that then same that then
; same around any around such ; around same almost same same
then ; same who any then any same ; such around
by then ; same ; ; then any such ;
such around such ; then same who such any
around such then then who who such who
but but but but before but but
before how how before but before
how before before whether whether
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From the comparison of both tables with lists of attributes it is apparent that the rates of occurrence for the same
attributes for both datasets were often significantly different. For example both punctuation marks for female writers
withstood many iteration steps, in fact to the very last one, while for male authors they both disappeared after the 9th
iteration. On the other hand, the attribute “that” for male writers lasted till the end, whereas for female dataset it was
rejected after the initial run. Such differences were only natural, as importance of features was always considered in
the local context and reflected data dependencies in a particular decision table.
Iteratively repeated execution of the procedure of reduct generation resulted not only in additional observation on
characteristic of features, but also in assigning a specific score to all reducts, named a reduct survival index. RedSI
for a reduct gives a number of iterations in which this reduct was found. RedSI equal zero means that the reduct
was generated only for the original decision table, before any of the attributes were removed from the table. Each
iteration involved discarding one variable, so RedSI as high as 15 indicates a reduct lasting through 15 iterations—
and that despite many rejected attributes the reduct remained a reduct of the table. The numbers of reducts calculated
at each iteration, and the numbers of reducts with the corresponding survival index are provided in Table 6. As can be
expected, the numbers of reducts generated decreased with each iteration, with a single reducts found for the last one.
In the case of reducts with specific RedSI, the trends were not strictly monotonic.
Table 6. Numbers of reducts generated by exhaustive algorithm in each iteration and the numbers of reducts with the corresponding survival index
Female authors Male authors Female authors Male authors
Iteration All RedSI All RedSI Iteration All RedSI All RedSI
0 914 57 12163 3278 8 58 24 192 101
1 857 158 8885 3025 9 34 11 91 50
2 699 198 5860 2077 10 23 5 41 21
3 501 148 3783 1521 11 18 8 20 12
4 353 109 2262 924 12 10 2 8 2
5 244 83 1338 596 13 4 4 3
6 161 64 742 335 14 3-1 1 1 6
7 97 39 407 215 15 1 3
The discovered reduct survival index was used as a way to grouping reducts from the extended representative
sample, containing all elements found by genetic algorithm with some added reducts from the exhaustive search.
This perspective, imposed on evaluation of performance for reduct-based rule classifiers, led to charts included in
Fig. 3. It can be observed that low cardinality of reducts not necessarily resulted in their corresponding high survival
indices. In fact, many short reduct did not survive beyond the first modification of the decision table, in particular
for male writer dataset. Of particular importance is the conclusion that with increasing iterations, the diversity of
classification outcome, the range of obtained values for classification accuracy became smaller and smaller, which was
also confirmed by calculating again the averaged performance and standard deviation for samples, given in Table 7.
The columns of Table 7 list the results obtained for all reducts from the representative sample generated at a certain
iteration step (column “All”), and limited to the group of reducts with specific RedSI. In the former case in calculations
there were included also reducts with higher RedSI. The difference between the two approaches is clearly visible for
13th iteration for male writers: as there were no reducts with such RedSI, no average can be given for this column,
but since there were some reducts with RedSI higher than 13, the average for all generated reducts for this step could
be calculated, and it was the same as the one obtained as RedSI in the next iteration because it was the last one.
The increasing similarity of predictive powers for reduct-based classifiers obtained for reducts generated through
iterative procedure, in particular for higher values of survival index, confirms the merit of the proposed methodology
and shows that it can be used to support more informed choice of a reduct for classification model construction.
5. Conclusions
Reducts constitute an important notion and mechanism for feature reduction, as they preserve the predictive power
of an information system by selected subset of attributes. From the perspective of data and knowledge representation
the smaller a reduct the better, yet such considerations are insufficient when reducts are used for building classification
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The discovered reduct survival index was used as a way to grouping reducts from the extended representative
sample, containing all elements found by genetic algorithm with some added reducts from the exhaustive search.
This perspective, imposed on evaluation of performance for reduct-based rule classifiers, led to charts included in
Fig. 3. It can be observed that low cardinality of reducts not necessarily resulted in their corresponding high survival
indices. In fact, many short reduct did not survive beyond the first modification of the decision table, in particular
for male writer dataset. Of particular importance is the conclusion that with increasing iterations, the diversity of
classification outcome, the range of obtained values for classification accuracy became smaller and smaller, which was
also confirmed by calculating again the averaged performance and standard deviation for samples, given in Table 7.
The columns of Table 7 list the results obtained for all reducts from the representative sample generated at a certain
iteration step (column “All”), and limited to the group of reducts with specific RedSI. In the former case in calculations
there were included also reducts with higher RedSI. The difference between the two approaches is clearly visible for
13th iteration for male writers: as there were no reducts with such RedSI, no average can be given for this column,
but since there were some reducts with RedSI higher than 13, the average for all generated reducts for this step could
be calculated, and it was the same as the one obtained as RedSI in the next iteration because it was the last one.
The increasing similarity of predictive powers for reduct-based classifiers obtained for reducts generated through
iterative procedure, in particular for higher values of survival index, confirms the merit of the proposed methodology
and shows that it can be used to support more informed choice of a reduct for classification model construction.
5. Conclusions
Reducts constitute an important notion and mechanism for feature reduction, as they preserve the predictive power
of an information system by selected subset of attributes. From the perspective of data and knowledge representation
the smaller a reduct the better, yet such considerations are insufficient when reducts are used for building classification
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Figure 3. Performance [%] of selected reduct-based rule classifiers for: (a) and (b) female authors, (c) and (d) male authors, for (a) and (c) simple
voting, and (b) and (d) standard voting strategy in case of conflicts.
Table 7. Averaged performance [%] and standard deviation for rule classifiers based on a representative sample of reducts generated by exhaustive
algorithm per iteration (with specific survival index)
Female authors Male authors
Iter. Simple voting Standard voting Simple voting Standard voting
All RedSI All RedSI All RedSI All RedSI
0 84.10 ± 12.05 71.55 ± 17.32 90.95 ± 7.06 86.37 ± 11.10 78.13 ± 14.64 75.89 ± 16.73 81.46 ± 13.73 78.80 ± 16.50
1 84.48 ± 11.88 81.05 ± 14.14 91.02 ± 7.03 89.78 ± 06.04 79.57 ± 12.83 82.06 ± 10.97 83.09 ± 11.36 81.93 ± 11.77
2 84.63 ± 11.76 79.65 ± 15.14 91.14 ± 7.28 89.80 ± 06.85 79.21 ± 12.98 74.10 ± 16.66 83.26 ± 11.30 80.04 ± 14.35
3 85.04 ± 11.97 81.30 ± 13.01 91.05 ± 7.90 88.70 ± 08.55 79.81 ± 12.30 78.82 ± 14.08 83.64 ± 10.77 82.44 ± 11.32
4 85.92 ± 11.56 77.43 ± 15.89 91.60 ± 7.67 85.45 ± 11.60 79.65 ± 11.86 74.41 ± 14.38 83.59 ± 10.60 78.33 ± 13.54
5 89.12 ± 07.20 88.75 ± 07.65 93.92 ± 3.29 94.36 ± 03.30 80.19 ± 11.39 78.65 ± 12.60 84.12 ± 10.09 82.74 ± 10.22
6 89.21 ± 07.11 86.67 ± 07.74 93.83 ± 3.29 92.38 ± 04.16 80.39 ± 11.20 71.11 ± 14.54 84.30 ± 10.09 74.00 ± 15.03
7 90.12 ± 06.68 90.43 ± 07.67 94.35 ± 2.76 95.06 ± 01.97 81.27 ± 10.23 78.09 ± 13.43 85.28 ± 08.90 80.31 ± 13.72
8 90.07 ± 06.58 87.85 ± 07.66 94.23 ± 2.85 93.73 ± 03.12 81.87 ± 09.45 79.30 ± 10.35 86.21 ± 07.34 85.04 ± 08.73
9 91.63 ± 05.21 88.18 ± 07.03 94.59 ± 2.50 93.79 ± 02.52 83.05 ± 08.78 83.48 ± 07.58 86.75 ± 06.59 86.45 ± 06.50
10 93.29 ± 03.01 94.89 ± 01.03 94.98 ± 2.40 96.56 ± 01.00 82.53 ± 10.08 82.22 ± 10.90 87.13 ± 06.54 87.62 ± 06.96
11 92.84 ± 03.16 93.68 ± 02.59 94.54 ± 2.50 95.21 ± 02.16 82.86 ± 09.30 81.48 ± 11.23 86.61 ± 06.16 88.34 ± 04.99
12 92.17 ± 03.47 91.95 ± 01.97 94.00 ± 2.69 95.56 ± 00.78 84.93 ± 05.04 88.61 ± 02.75 84.03 ± 05.03 86.95 ± 03.54
13 92.22 ± 03.58 92.36 ± 01.00 93.61 ± 2.89 93.75 ± 00.99 84.93 ± 05.04 83.06 ± 05.15
14 92.08 ± 05.02 95.00 ± 00.79 93.47 ± 04.13 97.23 ± 02.36 83.70 ± 05.06 83.06 ± 05.15
15 91.11 ± 05.67 92.22 ± 04.02
models. Not only higher cardinality of reducts can lead to better performance of constructed classifiers, but even in
the case of the same reduct length noticeable difference in predictions can be observed.
The reported research works focused on generation of reducts by several approaches, with the aim at supporting
reduct selection, by providing some information on the similarity of considered candidates, from the point of view
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of predictions by systems build on them. The proposed methodology of iterative reduct generation relies on keeping
attributes occurring most often in reducts, and discarding these that appear rarely. For each reduct a survival index is
defined by the number of iterations it withstood, corresponding to the number of modifications of the decision table.
The experiments included a search of reducts with the genetic algorithm, and the group found was further extended
by selected cases obtained by exhaustive search. Such sample was used to illustrate the merit of the iterative reduct
generation procedure, which resulted in noticeable decrease in the diversity of predictive properties, helping to detect
reducts that could be considered as to be of the similar quality, from the perspective of classification.
In the future research other algorithms for finding reducts will be tested, such as greedy heuristics focused on
optimisation of length.
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